
Spencer v Commonwealth of Australia [2009] FCAFC 38 (24 March 2009)
- State land clearing restrictions not an acquisition of property by the Commonwealth

This case involved a constitutional challenge to land clearing laws in NSW. Mr Spencer owns a property subject to 
various NSW State statutes, which prohibit the clearing of native vegetation other than in specified circumstances, 
and he alleged that these have made his property unsuitable for his commercial farming enterprise. Mr Spencer 
claims that the prohibitions and restrictions in the State statutes effected the acquisition or expropriation of certain 
of his property interests and that they did so by effect or authority of two Commonwealth laws, the Natural Resources 

Management (Financial Assistance) Act 1992 (Cth) and the Natural Heritage Trust of Australia Act 1997 (Cth). Mr 
Spencer argued that the Commonwealth statutes are thereby laws with respect to the acquisition of property which 
do not provide for just terms as required by s 51(xxxi) of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act (Imp) and, 
accordingly, are invalid to that extent.

In the Federal Court the Commonwealth succeeded in having Mr Spencer's claim struck out on the grounds that it 
had no reasonable prospect of success, as the direct legal and practical operation of the Commonwealth statutes 
could not be characterised as a law with respect to the acquisition of property within s 51(xxxi) of the Constitution. 
In the Full Court, Jagot J (with whom Black CJ and Jacobson J agreed), dismissed the appeal in the following terms 
(at para 15):

'Mr Spencer's submissions in the appeal, whilst comprehensive, could not surmount three fundamental 
problems with his claims, namely: - (i) the authoritative statements of the High Court in Pye v Renshaw 

about the operation of s 51(xxxi) and 96 of the Constitution, (ii) the decision of the New South Wales Court 
of Appeal in Arnold v Minister Administering the Water Management Act 2000 [2008] NSWCA 338, and
(iii) the consequences of Mr Spencer accepting the validity of the State statutes, specifically the fact that, 
even if the Commonwealth statutes and inter-governmental agreements are invalid, the 2003 Vegetation Act 

will continue in force and impose the same prohibitions and restrictions on Mr Spencer's property. These 
circumstances disclose the fundamental requirement of identifying a Commonwealth law with respect to the 
acquisition of property. Once these circumstances are properly understood, it is apparent that Mr Spencer's 
detailed submissions about numerous errors allegedly made by the primary judge can neither be sustained 
nor lead to any conclusion different from that reached by the primary judge.'

NEW SOUTH WALES - Land and Environment Court

Summary of criminal proceedings finalised in the Land and Environment Court in 2008 
By Ed Lee (Senior Associate Henry Davis York)

In 2008, there were 27 criminal cases determined by the Land and Environment Court:
• 10 proceedings commenced by Department of Environment and Climate Change,
• 15 proceedings commenced by Local Councils,
• one proceeding commenced by Department of Planning, and
• one proceeding for a breach of the Rivers and Foreshore Improvements Act 1948.
Of the above cases, one has gone to appeal involving the clearance of native vegetation (DECC v Wilton [2008] 
NSWLEC 297]. '

Department of Environment and Climate Change (DECC) cases
Nine of the proceedings were prosecuted by the EPA, the remaining one by the Director-General of the Department 
of Environment and Climate Change in relation to unlawful clearing of native vegetation. A summary of the offences 
are as follows:
• six offences related to water pollution,
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